BEYOND THE
CLASSROOM
ACTIVITIES OPTIONS SUMMER 2020

SELECTING YOUR ACTIVITIES
Fourth Form and Lower Fifth: please select a minimum of three activities. At least one of these should be
non - sporting.
Lower Sixth: please select a minimum of two activities. At least one of these should be non - sporting.
Upper Fifth and Upper Sixth: Most activities are optional for you. However, you may have been pre selected for an activity, which means you are expected to attend this one. If you chose not to select
activities, there will be a plethora of departmental revision clinics that you will be able to visit in this time
instead.

Pupils are advised to try something new each term. However, some things you may be pre - selected for,
such as scholars’ sessions and CCF.
Some activities will repeat material each term and so it is not appropriate to reselect. If you are unsure, or
have any questions about an activity, please contact the member of staff listed as in charge.
If you have any selection issues or need to discuss your activities, please contact Miss Clarkson:
jclarkson@stjohns.surrey.sch.uk.
For the days you are not taking part in an activity you should select one of the following
No activity - going home
No activity - boarding
No activity - waiting for the bus in the library
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MONDAY
Activity
name

Staff in
charge

Year
group

1st XI football
preparation

JDP

L6

Academic
scholars

JC

L5

Art A level
Coursework
enrichment
BikeHAX

KLB
SLE

L6-U6

SAXT

All

Cattery club

REPE

U5-U6

Circus skills

ATD

All

Conditioning

All

Activity description
This activity is designed for those pupils who wish to prepare to compete for the
1st XI Football side during the 2020-21 season. The sessions will take on a mixture
of practical, video analysis and culture focuses. The intention is that this will
prepare pupils for the Boodles ISFA U18 Cup beginning in September.
Invite only - these sessions will explore a weekly theme to develop new thinking
skills and will involve academic challenges on interesting topics not covered on
the GCSE specifications.
This session can be used for examination preparation, practical or essay work.
Students applying for an art foundation can also use this time to get assistance
with portfolio management.
Learn how to maintain and upgrade your bike. Whether you ride a road bike or
mountain bike, develop the practical skills to keep it running reliably (and
quickly). Learn how to build new wheels or a whole bike and create custom
components using the D&E machinery. A must for any aspiring engineers or keen
cyclists.
Cat protection is a national charity who help over 200,000 cats and kittens every
year and are a leading force in feline welfare. We have one of the charity’s rescue
catteries on the school site and this activity is an opportunity for you to get
involved in volunteering. This will involve aspects of cat care, socialisation as well
as fundraising and advertising of the cats to find new homes.
Come and learn how to juggle with balls, clubs or knives. Alternatively, learn how
to ride a unicycle, master new diablo tricks, try out devil sticks, plate spinning or
cigar boxes, or shaker cups.
All the equipment and instruction is provided. The club is best suited to people
who have a reasonable level of coordination and who have the perseverance to
keep going with a skill.
Supervised time in the new school gym. Staff will be on hand to advise with
fitness programmes. Due to high demand, pupils will only be permitted to do
conditioning if they do not do it as a games option and only one activity session in
the gym per week will be allowed.
This activity will involve discussion of key biological concepts in preparation for
their development next year.

Consolidating
your
biological
knowledge
Cricket 1-21s
(Senior)
Cryptic
crossword
club

PR

L6

GDJ/
DJH

L5-L6

This session is invite only and will be an opportunity for 1st team players to work
closely with coaching staff.

LPR

All

CSU
Placement

NTW

L6-U6

Crossword puzzles are not easy but there are methods for dissecting clues and
being able to solve them can be a satisfying process. There is evidence that
crosswords can improve your mood and reduce stress and they will almost
certainly improve your vocabulary and verbal skills. Scientists also believe there is
a correlation between solving crosswords and reducing the risk of dementia and
Alzheimer’s. They also make a great social activity and it is also something you can
do on a train, plane, jet ski etc. so if you fancy becoming a cruciverbalist, come
along.
Invite only - continuing placements from last term. You will be pre - selected on
SOCs for this activity
CSU (Community Service Unit) activities allow pupils to volunteer in the local
community such as assisting at a local school for children with special needs
during break times and at after school clubs. Visiting local care homes to chat to
residents is another option, plus assisting staff at charity shops in Leatherhead.
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Activity
name

Staff in
charge

Year
group

Devising
Drama
A Level
Early GCSE
Languages
French
debating

JRG

L6

RSS

4F-L5

NB

All

History
(Junior)

JDP

4F- L5

House
activities

SHS

All

Jazz Band

RSP

All

Maths senior
society

GCB

U5-U6

Politics
(Junior)

JAT

4F-U5

Schola

AKA
OJW

All

Social tennis

All

TechHAX

ADM

4F-U5

US Politics

MAS

U5-U6

Activity description
Gardening for local residents and taking food to a local homeless centre are
further options.
Within this activity, pupils will use an extensive range of drama techniques to
develop and polish devised drama performance work using play texts and theatre
practioners as a stimulus. Drama pupils will be pre-selected.
Invite only - you will be pre - selected on SOCs for this activity.
Learn to debate in French using key language. The club will help you to boost your
confidence in the language and develop your grammar awareness. It is a great
way to also work on spontaneous speech. The debates are varied, original and
thought provoking.
A chance to explore interesting historical issues in a fun and engaging way. Over
the last year, the society has created their own history board games and
discovered the historical origin of expressions such as turning a blind eye. In
addition, we discussed civil rights and WWII and the history of Japan and Vietnam
have both been portrayed in films. We concluded the year by investigating key
events of the Cold War. The members of the society will play a key role in
deciding what they would like to investigate next.
There will be a house activity option for every house. Pupils will have signed up in
advance for this option to take part in house community events and planning.
These sessions will give pupils the chance to be involved in house based decision making and time to plan and execute fundraising and events related to house and
house charities.
Invite only - you will be pre - selected on SOCs for this activity.
The Jazz Band is a small ensemble exploring the Jazz classics. Anybody wishing to
be considered for the group should contact Mr White.
The society gives an opportunity to look into some recreational and non – syllabus
mathematics topics. There may also be the chance to prepare and deliver a short
talk of your own, something that would be excellent preparation for maths
related university interviews.
Some recent topics have been mathematics of dating, MP3 compression, odds
and bookmakers, the mathematics of juggling and mathematics in the Simpsons.
This is your opportunity to debate, discuss and argue about the big issues of the
day. We will have the occasional guest speaker, some weeks we will make a party
political video, some weeks we will have a debate and will be a round table
discussion of the issues that dominate our lives and futures.
Invite only - you will be pre - selected on SOCs for this activity.
The Schola Cantorum is a small mixed vocal ensemble of around 20 people. The
Schola perform a range of music in a variety of styles and genres, specialising in
acappella repertoire. In 2018, the Schola were runners - up in the Barnardo's
National Choral Competition. They rehearse on a Monday evening and perform at
a number of services and concerts throughout the year. Members are invited to
join throughout the academic year. The Schola is led by Mrs Anderson.
The top tennis court and top astros will be open for social tennis where you can
play with friends and arrange informal tournaments.
Play with microelectronics and learn how to automate those time - consuming
chores that get in the way of your leisure time. Be lazy... but get creative! Feed
you pets without even being at home! (for example!)
There has never been a better time to discuss US politics. Each week we will
discuss the key issues and current events dominating the US political scene - from
Trump’s latest tweets, the events in Congress to the race for the 2020
presidential nomination.
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TUESDAY
Activity
name

Staff in
charge

Year
group

Academic
scholars

JC

4F

Art

NDD

4F

Chemistry
(Junior)

TAH
MVD

4F - L5

Chess

LPR

All

Cooking

AMM,
NB

All

CSU

NTW

L6 - U6

Foreign
language
film club

LCME

All

History
(Senior)

MAS
RAR

U5 U6

A chance to explore a broad range of interesting historical issues in an engaging
way. Over the last year, the society has investigated the origins of historical
writing, how leading Nazis were put on trial, the rise and fall of empires, 20th
century genocides as well as studying historical figures such as Che Guevara and
how their lives have been portrayed in film. Pupils have also worked on a project
to create a video documentary. The society would be an excellent choice for
anyone considering studying history at A level or university.

Med Soc

AMA

U6

The focus for MedSoc this term will begin with finalising course choices and
applications, and then we will work on interview preparation until Christmas.

Activity description
Invite only - these sessions will explore a weekly theme to develop new thinking
skills and will involve academic challenges on interesting topics not covered on the
GCSE specifications.
An introduction to using Photoshop Elements. Find out how to enhance your
images, apply special art effects and experiment with filters to explore your inner
artist.
Thinking of doing chemistry at A level? Thinking of taking chemistry beyond
school? The Junior Chemistry Society offers you the chance to explore chemistry
practicals far beyond the scope of the curriculum - from getting electricity from a
lemon to writing with fire! Safety specs at the ready!!
Open to players of all standards, chess club aims to teach chess skills and help
those who want to improve their game. Chess is a game that improves
concentration and memory, helps you to develop logical thinking and encourages
imagination. It helps you to predict the consequences of actions and fosters
problem - solving techniques.
Come and join French cooking club - learn to cook simple and filling recipes. The
cooking club will teach you to cook both sweet and sour dishes. Recipes are both in
French and English
Invite only - continuing placements from last term. You will be pre - selected on
SOCs for this activity
CSU (Community Service Unit) activities allow pupils to volunteer in the local
community such as assisting at a local school for children with special needs during
break times and at after school clubs. Visiting local care homes to chat to residents
is another option, plus assisting staff at charity shops in Leatherhead. Gardening
for local residents and taking food to a local homeless centre are further options.
Come along to enjoy a variety of Modern Foreign Language films and
riveting discussion of them in MFL film club! You will enjoy a range of different
films to learn about a variety of cultures and language, as well as sit back and
enjoy! Popcorn is encouraged.
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Activity
name

Staff in
charge

Music tech
club

Jean Pierre
Sutcliffe

All

A chance for all budding recording producers and sound technicians to learn the
skills of the recording studio, technical equipment and software required to mix
and edit all music under the expert tutelage of Mr Sutcliffe.

OxBridgeScience
group
Scale
Models

AMA
CRF

L6

This time can be used to prepare for interviews, tests and to take part in extension
work that will strengthen your application.

WTM

All

This is a new club for those who wish to develop or improve their scale modelling
skills with a range of kits to suit all abilities. Kits may include aircraft, vehicles,
figurines or boats. This activity may be of interest to those exploring opportunities
in engineering or even those who wish to develop an interest in a traditional
hobby. All welcome.

Sinfonia

OJW,
SLT

All

Invite only - you will be pre - selected on SOCs for this activity.
The Sinfonia is made up of players who are Grade 6 standard and above, and
explores music from all genres. It performs at least three times a year.
The top tennis court and top astro will be open for social tennis where you can
play with friends and arrange informal tournaments.
This session will provide sport scholars an opportunity to work closely with
coaches on a variety of skills and sports. Some sessions will be dedicated to fitness,
others will take a multi - sport approach or you will be allocated to a designated
sport. Pupils will be pre - selected for this activity.
Activity for beginners to experienced water polo players (boys and girls). We will
work on some speed for players, drills and different passes as well as some
strategic plays. If we have enough players, we can play some full games in this
session. If you can tread water for 30 - 40 min - you can play water polo! Keep in
mind some schools are interested in playing games against us so we could put a
team together!
Working together pupils will develop ideas for small-scale businesses and
compete. This activity will help you to develop your business acumen, teamwork
skills, leadership, public speaking and presentation.

Social
tennis
Sports
scholars

Year
group

All
L5-U6

Water polo

CLM
LEH

4F-U6

Young
enterprise

LP

L6

Activity description
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WEDNESDAY
Activity
name

Staff in
charge

Year
group

Additional
maths
Art – GCSE
coursework
enrichment

FMCH

L5

For those pupils taking the additional maths qualification.

SLE

U5

This is an invaluable session to all pupils studying GCSE art, allowing them
much needed time within the art studios to continue to prepare for their
examination.

Calligraphy
and hand
lettering club

AMM

All

Chemistry
(Senior)

JELC

L6-U6

Coding
(Junior)

MR

4F-U5

Concert Band

AKA
OJW

All

In this club, you will learn hand - lettering and illustrated hand - lettered
designs as well as an introduction to calligraphy starting with simple zigzags
and moving on to lettering. The techniques are then applied to projects such
as creating greeting cards. Try something new and creative and be sure to
improve your handwriting skills.
A mixture of theoretical and practical problem solving to experience cutting
edge chemistry in research as well as preparation for the Cambridge
Chemistry Challenge.
The basics of coding are introduced by using VB.net and python to solve
application problems. No prior coding knowledge is required and simple tasks
will be developed as a class, with some opportunity for pupils to do their own
coding.
A fresh, new and exciting ensemble open to all instrumentalists Grade 3 and
above. The Concert Band will focus on arrangements of popular music, film
music and march repertoire.
Supervised time in the new school gym. Staff will be on hand to advise with
fitness programmes. Due to high demand, pupils will only be permitted to do
conditioning if they do not do it as a games option and only one activity
session in the gym per week will be allowed.
Come and perfect or learn one of the sports which has the longest history at
St John’s. No previous experience required and you have the opportunity to
play on the Quad.

Conditioning

All

Activity description

Croquet

CMM

L6-U6

Current affairs
club

NTW

4F-U6

Current affairs addresses key developments in UK and international news
each week, considering both one-off events and on-going matters. Pupils will
need to bring charged laptops to be able to participate in the activity.

CSU

NTW

L6-U6

Invite only - continuing placements from last term. You will be pre - selected
on SOCs for this activity
CSU (Community Service Unit) activities allow pupils to volunteer in the local
community such as assisting at a local school for children with special needs
during break times and at after school clubs. Visiting local care homes to chat
to residents is another option, plus assisting staff at charity shops in
Leatherhead. Gardening for local residents and taking food to a local
homeless centre are further options.

Devising
Drama GCSE

JRG, FJT

L5

Within this activity, pupils will use an extensive range of drama techniques to develop
and polish devised drama performance work using stimuli as a starting point. Drama
pupils will be pre-selected.

Early A level
Language

NB

L5-U5

Economics
(Junior)

JPDP

4F-L5

Invite only - you will be pre - selected on SOCs for this activity
For the pupils who sat early GCSE, come and join us to further develop your
language skills. We will focus on grammar and A level topics.
Junior economics studies issues in the news and provides an introduction to
economic ideas and concepts. To give you an idea of what we discuss, last
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Activity
name

Staff in
charge

Year
group

Activity description
term we looked at issues such as driverless cars, what is money, how financial
markets work, crypto currencies and international trade issues.

English
(Senior)
Girls’ football

KMST

L6 - U6

This activity will allow English pupils the chance to discuss and to revise key extracts
of Shakespeare and all things Ibssetti related.

LEH

All

Go 4 Set

THD

4F

HPQ

JC

L5

With almost three million active female players, football is becoming one of
the biggest women’s team sports in England. Whether you fancy your chances
at becoming one of the next generation of Lionesses, or simply just want to
try out a new sport…girls’ football is for you! Let’s shatter the myth that
football is just for boys.
This invite only activity will challenge the top STEM pupils in the fourth form
to think about science, maths, D&E and to learn about these skills in industry
working alongside companies like BP.
The higher project qualification(HPQ) is a junior version of the EPQ that we
offer in Sixth Form. It is an independent research project that will take place
over the course of a year for one hour a week after school. Pupils will be
expected to research beyond this time but they can chose their own topic and
will learn vital skills that they can apply to their GCSEs and beyond such as
selecting resources, report writing, presentation and self - evaluation.
You will be conducting primary research projects through designing and
carrying out experiments, observations, questionnaires etc. to collect your
own data. You will then analyse the data and write up your research into a
report. Ideal for A level psychology as it will be complimentary to your
research methods module, also open to other students interested in social
science research.

OxBridge Arts
and
Humanities

OEPB

L6

Philosophy
(Senior)

OJM

L6 - U6

Psychology
(Junior)

AE

Senior School
Rock
Ensemble

Stuart
Ansell

L6 psychology
research
projects

Social tennis
Mixed touch
rugby

This activity aims to support any pupils applying to Oxbridge for arts and humanities
subjects. The sessions will provide a structure for wider reading and research, with a
series of pupil-led presentations to peers giving the chance to showcase your
knowledge and research. We will also be looking at admissions test preparation, and
discussing first drafts of the personal statement to be completed over the summer.
Anyone considering applying should come to this session.

Designed to make you think and to challenge your assumptions, this society
requires sharp minds and debating instincts. Should we have complete
freedom of speech? Is religion dead in the 21st century? Can we ever build a
thinking, feeling robot? These questions and many more, will be at the heart
of these sessions. This society is primarily for those who are thinking about
taking degree with elements of philosophy, theology or ethics, as well as
those looking to enhance their knowledge of these subjects.
4F - U5 You will find out about the types of topics we study in psychology and identify
one in particular that interests you. You will carry out research into this topic
with guidance and create a presentation. At the end of term, you will present
your topic to the rest of the group. Ideal for pupils interested in A level
psychology in the future.
L5 - U6 An ensemble that excels in Rock music of the last 30 years.

All
CAN
CJTH
NJK

The top tennis court and top astro will be open for social tennis where you
can play with friends and arrange informal tournaments.
4F - U6 Touch rugby is a great way to, learn or improve your rugby skills, get healthy
and play enjoyable games. Rugby touch is aimed all levels of player from
beginner to advanced and is non contact. Sessions will consist of skill
challenges and fun in the form of activities and games and will be set on the
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Activity
name

Staff in
charge

Year
group

TSA and ECAA
preparation

APM

L6

Warhammer
club

SHB

All

Your brand

KH

L5 - U6

Activity description
far side of senior field's. Trainers or ideally mounded boots, a full water bottle
and energy are the only requirements from the pupils. We will have a
tournament consisting of 4 teams.
The society helps prepare pupils in Lower Sixth who will be sitting an entrance
test or assessment that requires the TSA or the Cambridge Economics
Admissions Assessment. Any pupil who will be sitting either the TSA or ECAA
as part of their university application process is welcome to attend.
Warhammer is a tabletop battle game, which puts players in command of
armies of valiant humans, noble elves, savage orcs or a variety of twisted and
monstrous creatures. Players collect forces of miniature plastic models, all
with different stats and abilities, and use them to play out clashes on a
tabletop battlefield.
Develop your own personal brand for all your communications. Everything
you do, say and write contributes to your personal brand, so learn how to
build a brand that reflects your true values and aspirations. This will be of
particular interest to those interested in design, marketing, business and
media.
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THURSDAY
Activity name
CCF
(Army, Navy,
RAF)

Staff in Year
charge group
ADR

L5-U6

Activity description
CCF is compulsory for L5 and voluntary for U5 - U6. It is compatible with the
DofE volunteering criteria should pupils choose to undertake leadership roles.
The St John's School CCF supports 350 pupils offering a broad range of
challenging, exciting, adventurous and educational activities. Our aim is to
enable the development of personal responsibility, leadership and self discipline. The CCF is an educational partnership between the School and the
Ministry of Defence. Some of the key CCF activities such as first aid,
navigation, leadership and drill will be undertaken by cadets from all sections
of the CCF. However, each service will also have specialist activities.
Royal Navy - afloat training is the defining activity of the Naval Cadet Forces.
The Royal Navy proficiency syllabus bases its training emphasis on leadership,
afloat activities and adventurous training. Annual camps are held at Britannia
Royal Naval College (Dartmouth), HMS Bristol (Portsmouth) and the
Garelochead Training Area (Scotland). There are also 100+ courses to choose
from, many leading to nationally recognised qualifications. Cadets can do
scuba diving, mountaineering, mountain biking, rock climbing, leadership, first
aid, NPLQ, ice climbing, skiing, flying, shooting, and there is even a band
course for budding musicians. These courses are sponsored by the Navy and
therefore cost a fraction of the civilian equivalent. Many will qualify for the
Gold DofE Residential Section.
Army - the CCF(Army) aims to promote the qualities of responsibility, self reliance, resourcefulness and a sense of service to the community. Activities
include drill, skill at arms, shooting, fieldcraft and first aid and up to 40% of a
cadet’s time is spent on adventurous training activities. Joining the CCF (Army)
provides a wonderful opportunity to take part in Army themed activities and
events, all of which focus on building self - disciplined individuals with self courage and a sense of worth. As a youth organisation, the CCF (Army) strives
to give cadets a fun and safe experience. There is no commitment or
expectation on cadets to join the regular Armed Forces when they have
completed their schooling.

Climbing

SJC

U5-U6

Royal Air Force - the Air Cadet organisation’s aims are to promote and
encourage a practical interest in aviation and the Royal Air Force among
young people, provide training, which will be useful in the Services and civilian
life and encourage the spirit of adventure and develop qualities of leadership
and good citizenship. You will have the opportunity to challenge yourself with
adventurous training, be selected to represent your country or school on the
International Air Cadet Exchange Programme, or develop your potential on
the Air Cadet Leadership Course. Every year the CCF (RAF) provides cadets
with approximately 36 flying scholarships, with every cadet having the
opportunity to have at least one flying lesson with a qualified RAF pilot.
This activity is a continuation of the climbing games option and is only
available to those doing this in games and non - CCF pupils. The climbing club
visits the southern sandstone crags in Kent and East Sussex accompanied by an
SPA qualified Instructor and an experienced teacher. The group will be taken to
and from the crags by minibus. Return time to School is 6.00pm.
Although this activity will be partially subsidised by School finances, there is a
cost to parents of £50 for the term. This helps to pay for minibus transport
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Conditioning

All

Cooking

NB,
AMM

All

Craft and
Sewing club

LZH

All

CSU

NTW

L6

Debating

JAT

4F

Music
ANG,
scholars/theory IOMM

All

Senior Maths
and calculator
club

L6-U6

FMCH

Sport scholars

4F

Street Jazz

RSS

All

String Quartet

SLT

All

costs and group climbing equipment such as ropes. Pupils will need to bring
their own harnesses, rock shoes and suitable outdoor clothing, including
warm layers and a waterproof jacket.
Supervised time in the new school gym. Staff will be on hand to advise with
fitness programmes. Due to high demand, pupils will only be permitted to do
conditioning if they do not do it as a games option and only one activity
session in the gym per week will be allowed.
Come and join French cooking club - learn to cook simple and filling recipes.
The cooking club will teach you to cook both sweet and sour dishes. Recipes
are both in French and English.
This craft and sewing workshop offers a variety of creative and enjoyable
activities to stimulate your creative mind. You will learn to sew basic hand
stitch and needle work, discover cross stitch and felting techniques, and work
through small projects like garland making, stuffed toys and dream catchers.
Invite only - continuing placements from last term. You will be pre - selected
on SOCs for this activity
CSU (Community Service Unit) activities allow pupils to volunteer in the local
community such as assisting at a local school for children with special needs
during break times and at after school clubs. Visiting local care homes to chat
to residents is another option, plus assisting staff at charity shops in
Leatherhead. Gardening for local residents and taking food to a local
homeless centre are further options.
Learn how to debate successfully. Each week we will pick a topical debate and
divide into two teams ready to do battle and win the argument.
Invite only - you will be pre - selected on SOCs for this activity
This activity gives busy music scholars a chance to catch up on some practice
or have support in preparing for upcoming theory exams of any grade.
Support for composition and wider music exploration is also available during
this activity.
An opportunity for sixth form pupils to discover the functionality of the Casio
calculators as well apply these skills to A level questions. Pupils will be able to
come and ask questions on the curriculum as well as try out some of the key
features on the calculators such as drawing graphs, solving equations and
much more.
Invite only - sports scholars will take part in multi - sport training and skills
sessions as well as receiving sport specific coaching.
Street Jazz borrows a lot of movement from other dance styles. From ballet
and modern, to hip - hop and lyrical it incorporates elements of other dance
genres and wraps it into a funky style that is both fun and expressive! Open to
all but best suited to those with dance experience or those keen to learn.
Invite only - you will be pre - selected on SOCs for this activity. We are very
proud of our String Quartet which has recently covered repertoire of
Mendelssohn, Shostakovich and Brahms; one of our flagship ensembles.
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FRIDAY
Activity name
Christian Union

Staff
in
charge
CMM

Year
group
All

Activity description
This group meets each Friday lunchtime (1.30, Rm 26) and is an
opportunity to explore issues surrounding faith and belief from a
Christian perspective. Please speak to Rev. Moloney for more details.

MUSIC ACTIVITIES
Round up of groups that take place outside of activity slots.
Monday

Jazz Band
Roger Perrin

4.30 - 5.15pm

Schola Cantorum
Oliver White
Alice Anderson

4.30 - 5.15pm

Chapel Choir
Oliver White
Alice Anderson
Isabel Morgan

1.20 - 1.50pm
Altos/Sopranos - PAC Foyer/MU2
Basses/Tenors - PAC Foyer/MU2
The chapel choir is open to all members of the School in the Fourth Form and above. The choir
rehearses on Monday and Wednesday lunchtime throughout the year and performs at chapel
services approximately four times each term, including major events such as Remembrance and
Nine Lessons and Carols. In recent years the choir has undertaken foreign tours and performed
services of choral evensong at Cathedrals in the UK. The choir is led by Mr White.

Tuesday
Theory club /
Composition
clinic
Alice Anderson

Wind Quartet
Linda Egan
Wind Quintet
Lindsay Dubery
Brass Band
Graham White

Invite only - the Jazz Band is a small ensemble exploring the Jazz classics. Anybody wishing to be
considered for the group should contact Mr White.

Invite only - the Schola Cantorum is a small mixed vocal ensemble of around 20 people. The
Schola perform a range of music in a variety of styles and genres, specialising in acappella
repertoire. In 2018, the Schola were runners - up in the Barnardo's National Choral
Competition. They rehearse on a Monday evening and perform at a number of services and
concerts throughout the year. Members are invited to join throughout the academic year. The
Schola is led by Mrs Anderson.

1.20 - 1.50pm
MU1
This activity gives pupils the opportunity to receive support in preparing for upcoming theory
exams of any grade. Support for the composition and wider music exploration is also available
during this activity.
1.20 - 2.00pm
Invite only - PAC Foyer
The training ensemble for the Wind Quintet exploring varied repertoire.
1.20 - 2.00pm
Invite only - Undercroft Chapel
A first - rate ensemble covering the Wind repertoire from Mozart onwards.
3.30 - 4.00pm
PAC (Live Room)
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Our main ensemble for Brass, covering an eclectic repertoire.
Sinfonia
Oliver White

Music Tech Club
Jean - Pierre
Sutcliffe

Wednesday
Senior School
Rock Ensemble
Stuart Ansell
Chapel Choir
Oliver White
Alice Anderson
Isabel Morgan

Concert Band
Oliver White
Alice Anderson
Thursday
Junior Rock
Ensemble
Stuart Ansell
Junior String
Quartet
Valeria Kucharsky
String Quartet
Valeria Kucharsky

Music
scholars/theory
classes
Isabel Morgan
Oliver White
Friday
Luvenis String
Quartet
Valeria Kucharsky

Swing Band
Andrew Sutton

4.20 - 5.15pm
Invite only - Old Chapel
The Sinfonia is made up of players who are Grade 6 standard and above, and explores music
from all genres. It performs at least three times a year.
4.20 - 5.15pm
Recording Studio, PAC
A chance for all budding recording producers and sound technicians to learn the skills of the
recording studio, technical equipment and software required to mix and edit all music under
the expert tutelage of Mr Sutcliffe.

4.20 - 4.50pm
Room 4 Reed PAC
An ensemble that excels in Rock music of the last 30 years.
1.20 - 1.50pm
Chapel
The chapel choir is open to all members of the School in the Fourth Form and above. The choir
rehearses on Monday and Wednesday lunchtime throughout the year and performs at chapel
services approximately four times each term, including major events such as Remembrance and
Nine Lessons and Carols. In recent years the choir has undertaken foreign tours and performed
services of choral evensong at Cathedrals in the UK. The choir is led by Mr White
4.30 – 5.15pm
PAC Foyer
Open to all instrumentalists Grade 3 and above. The Concert Band will focus on arrangements of popular
music, film music and march repertoire.

1.00 - 1.30pm
Room 4 Reed PAC
The interim group designed to hone rhythm, ensemble and performance.
1.30 - 2.00pm
Invite only - PAC Foyer
An ensemble of high standard and the training ensemble for our main string quartet under
expert tutelage.
4.30 - 5.15pm
Invite only - PAC Foyer
We are very proud of our String Quartet which has recently covered repertoire of
Mendelssohn, Shostakovich and Brahms; one of our flagship ensembles.
4.30 - 5.15pm
MU1/PAC
This activity gives busy music scholars a chance to catch up on some practice or have support in
preparing for upcoming theory exams of any grade and is open to scholars and non - scholars
preparing for music exams. Support for composition and wider music exploration is also
available during this activity.
1.0 - 1.30pm
PAC
Invite only
An ensemble of high standard and one of our training ensembles for our main string quartet
under expert tutelage.
1.30 - 2.00pm
PAC Foyer
A fun, vibrant and traditional swing group, playing varied and toe - tapping repertoire.
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